Permission to rnaks digifabtmrd copy of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or oommeroial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and noti~is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission andlor a fee. The same rule applies to the uses of rs and rt on the right-hand side. We apply n to the closure, producing R = (A(R, c).R[l] + c, a + b). We can save a minor computation by applying o only to the variables in the closure; applying it to the A-term has no effect since after closure conversion the A-term has no free variables. This location, too, is stored in the closure, and instead of "emit ," which emits a token at the current location, we use "emit _at ," which emits a token at a location given explicitly.
The program counter, PC, gets special treatment. Itis another name for the location of the original encoding attempt, and we have to save this location so we know where to put the relocated instruction.
Ifwe handled PC as we handle other variables, we would store it in the closure, but since it is already in a special part of the closure, we rewrite references to PC to refer to that location. that size has been omitted from the other examples in this paper.
The closure shown in Figure  1 has the same information as a "relocation entry" used in standard object-code formats like COFF (Gircys 1988) Figure 1 ; instead, they store that information in the space to be occupied by the instruction after relocation. The toolkit could use this space-saving trick, which would reduce the "largest closure" numbers in A final refinement is needed to write relocation closures to disk. In memory, the relocating transformation is represented as a function pointer, which is neither machine-independent nor meaningful when written to disk. Instead, we describe relocating transformations using a subset of PostScript (Ramsey 1992), extended with special operators to get addresses and values out of closures.
The machine-independent representation of the transformation in the bltzal closure is -4 1 cla force add C1-1OC force sub -2 bitshift 16 narrows 1 CIV orb C1-1OC force 4 emit-at
The first line takes the relocatable address from the closure, subtracts 4, and subtracts the location of the instruction being relocated, computing addr -PC -4.
The second line shifts right 2 bits, narrows to 16 bits, and combines the result with the rest of the instruction, as stored in the closure. The third line stores the instruction, which is 4 bytes wide, at the proper location.
The toolkit generates a table that associates the function pointers used in closures with machineindependent strings like the one shown above. The length of the strings is not a problem.
Only one copy of each transformation need appear in an object file, and it can go in a string table.
It is true, however, that even a small subset of PostScript is overkill for such simple computations.
Applications might be better served by a customized bytecode language and an interpreter for that language. Bytecodes would also yield a space savings; with a suitable choice of bytecodes, it would be easy to represent the bltzal transformation in 13 bytes. the code keeps a list of relocation closures and applies them when the addresses on which they depend become known. Other applications that might use the generated encoding and relocating code include assemblers, linkers, whole-program optimizers, and object-code transformers.
One can imagine several measures of the performance of a relocation method: the space required to store the relocation code, the time required to execute it, the space required to store object modules, and the time required to execute the relocated binary code. Ideally, one could use these measures to compare currying with standard methods of relocation, but mld is the only linker that uses relocation by currying, and mid's assumptions make meaningful comparisons difficult. For example, mld uses no object modules, so it is impossible to measure their sizes. This section focuses on the size of the relocation code and the time required to execute it. There is no need to compare the speed of binary codes as relocated by currying or by hand-written code, since both methods result in identical executable binaries.
This section also compares SPARC relocating transformations discovered by the toolkit with transformations defined by the ELF object-code standard.
Code size and hoisting I used the toolkit to generate encoding and relocating code for the MIPS, SPARC, and Pentium, as specified in Ramsey and Fernandez (1994) , and also for the PowerPC 604, as specified by Doug Currie of Flavors Technology. Table 1 shows the amount of space consumed in an application by generated encoding functions and relocating transformations.
The column labels across the top name the specifications of the target machines for which object code can be generated or relocated.
The results in Table 1 Sizes in K are code sizes needed to encode and relocate all instructions. 
